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Extended Abstract

Acid drainage is recognized of being the single greatest environmental challenge in the mining sector worldwide. Both, active and abandoned mine sites from as far north as Spitzbergen down to far south Mediterranean Europe are affected by mine drainage, the majority of them being acidic and adding substantial pollutant loads to the environment. European mine water problems usually emanate from abandoned mines of which several thousand can be found in nearly all European countries. Similar problems have been recorded on a worldwide scale though the huge problems are often connected to active mining operations.

When the “European Mining Waste Directive”, was first discussed, European policy makers were not aware of the problems connected to mine waters and wastes. In the frame of several EU funded projects (e.g. PIRAMID, ERMITE), some of the authors were able to interact with the policy making process in a positive way. Yet, it became clear that mine drainage research in Europe has to be concentrated to avoid unnecessary duplication of results in all the European research groups. A similar move already had been done on a worldwide scale forming the Global Alliance consisting of INAP (International Network for Acid Prevention), MEND (Mine Environment Neutral Drainage, Canada), and ADTI (Acid Drainage Technology Initiative, USA); and, as a new member, PADRE (Partnership for Acid Drainage Remediation in Europe), SMKT (Sustainable Minerals Institute Knowledge Transfer), WRC (South African Water Research Commission), SANAP (South American Network for Acid Prevention), CNAMD (Chinese Network for Acid Mine Drainage), and INAD (Indonesian Network for Acid Drainage).

PADRE (www.PADRE.IMWA.info) is a commission of IMWA (International Mine Water Association) and partner of the Global Alliance convened by INAP. PADRE was founded in 2005 by Prof. Paul Younger and Prof. Christian Wolkersdorfer with the aim of fostering best practice, based on the latest research, in the remediation of acidic drainage from active and abandoned mine sites throughout Europe. In 2010, a reorganisation of PADRE was performed with aim to increase the cooperation between industry, consultants and researchers regarding Acid Rock Drainage and its prevention and mitigation in Europe. The plan is to present a new Executive Council of PADRE in 2011 with updated statutes, and initiate annual workshops. PADRE wants to become a counsellor for those interested on issues concerning Acid Rock Drainage in Europe.

As such, PADRE is endeavouring to ensure that professionals developing solutions to mining pollution are aware of the complimentary work of others across Europe, and that internationally significant work conducted in Europe is effectively rolled out to a global audience.

Besides many other subjects, such as mine water treatment or mine water management, PADRE members are involved in work related to the legislation of mine wastes in Europe. European Union legislation for wastes from the extractive industry strongly influences approaches to mine waste/water management. However, because Europe-wide legislation is subject to national-level transposition and implementation, the overall picture of mine waste/water management in Europe is complex. There are nevertheless some research and development themes that are common across Europe. These include efforts to improve characterisation and prediction of drainage, the development of small-footprint passive treatment systems, and the development of approaches for compiling risk-based inventories of wastes from the extractive industry at a national scale. In addition, there is an increasing emphasis on identifying more sustainable approaches to mine waste and water management, such as the use of waste products for remediation, and the recovery of valuable metals from abandoned mine waste streams. There is also a collective concern to understand and assess the long-term geotechnical risk, and therefore avoid in the future, catastrophic tailings dam failures, such as the most recent at the Ajka bauxite residue depository in Hungary in October 2010.

The main objective of PADRE is to successfully address water problems in Europe that occur during the exploration, planning, operation, and clo-
sure of mines as well as after the closure of mines and at mine waste storage facilities. PADRE is a network that aims to achieve this overall goal by pursuing the following objectives and to provide guidance on such matters as:

To promote international best practice in the stewardship of waters, soils and subsoil environment on European sites subject to the generation and migration of acidic drainage.

To provide a network and collaborative platform foster collaborative, for European and international research and development into techniques for the prediction, characterisation and abatement of acidic drainage in Europe.

To promote dissemination of knowledge of current best-practice and innovations relating to acidic drainage prediction, prevention and remediation, with particular reference to European conditions, including the evolving framework of relevant EU legislation.

To advance the training of present and future generations of European professionals who will engage in the art and science of acidic drainage prediction, prevention and remediation.

To actively collaborate with a Global Alliance of organisations based in other continents which share similar objectives.
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